FBI Destroyed File on Obama's Grandfather, Journalist Discloses
Contact: Cliff Kincaid, America's Survival, Inc. (ASI),
MEDIA ADVISORY, April 12, 2010. /Christian Newswire/ -- The FBI
destroyed a file on Barack Obama's grandfather, the man who selected
Communist Frank Marshall Davis to be the future president's mentor during
his growing-up years in Hawaii.
"The FBI confirms that a file was maintained on Obama's grandfather,
Stanley Armour Dunham," states Cliff Kincaid, the journalist who runs the
public policy group, America's Survival, Inc. (ASI). "This is a troubling
development in the effort to understand the Marxism that drives Obama's
policies as president today."
In correspondence with Kincaid, available at www.usasurvival.org, the FBI
says the file was destroyed in 1997. The FBI made the admission after
Kincaid complied with a request to verify the identity of Dunham and the
fact that he was deceased.
Dubbed "Gramps" by Obama, Dunham has been depicted in news reports
as a patriot who served in the U.S. Army in World War II. But he had a
close relationship with Communist Party USA (CPUSA) member Frank
Marshall Davis in Hawaii, who reportedly drank and smoke pot with
Dunham.
Davis was not only a communist but a pornographer who wrote a semibiographical novel about having sex with a 13-year-old girl. He mentored
Obama for as many as nine years of his young life in Hawaii.
Dunham, who was white, had picked Davis as a mentor for Obama
because he thought the youngster, whose father had abandoned the
family, needed a black role model. Davis, who was black, fit the bill. "It was
a terrible decision," Kincaid commented. "He turned over the young Obama
to a communist sex pervert for moral guidance."
While the exact nature of the Dunham file will be a topic for speculation,
Kincaid said that is likely that some of the information was related to
Dunham's relationship with Davis. Kincaid's ASI had previously obtained
the 600-page FBI file on Davis and posted it at www.usasurvival.org It

shows that Davis was a key high-level operative in a Soviet-sponsored
network in Hawaii.
Obama had referred to Davis in his memoir as merely "Frank," a poet filled
with knowledge and advice. The real identity as that of Frank Marshall
Davis was disclosed by a writer for a CPUSA publication, who said it would
prove to be historically significant, and then publicized by anti-communist
New Zealand blogger Trevor Loudon. Kincaid confirmed the identity of
"Frank" with a source in Hawaii and then obtained and posted the Davis
FBI file.
However, most media, anxious to see Obama elected president, preferred
to identify Davis as a "civil rights activist" and ignore his communist
affiliations.

